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modem: zte mf951 imei: xxxxxxhow to unlock it (post 1)first put in your old sim, so that the sim card
is in the slot.then put in the second sim card.after this, turn off the phone.turn it on, and try to

unlock the phone.if it does not work, try again with the same method. if it still does not work, then
try to put in the sim card to a different slot, and then try to unlock the phone. if it still does not work,

there is a problem with the card. if it unlocks, try a different number of sim to see if it unlocks.if it
unlocks, then we have a good card. modem: zte mf951 imei: xxxxxxhow to unlock it (post 2)first put
in your old sim, so that the sim card is in the slot.then put in the second sim card.after this, turn off

the phone.turn it on, and try to unlock the phone.if it does not work, try again with the same method.
if it still does not work, then try to put in the sim card to a different slot, and then try to unlock the
phone. if it still does not work, there is a problem with the card. if it unlocks, try a different number
of sim to see if it unlocks.if it unlocks, then we have a good card. direct unlock, read unlock codes,
read bootloader code for huawei cdma phones :huawei ascend b199huawei ascend c199 (c199s

also)huawei ascend g300chuawei ascend g610-c00huawei ascend g730-c00huawei ascend
y300chuawei c8500huawei c8511huawei c8810huawei c8812huawei c8812dhuawei c8812ehuawei

c8813huawei c8813dhuawei c8813qhuawei c8814huawei c8815huawei c8816huawei c8816dhuawei
c8817ehuawei c8817lhuawei c8818huawei c8819huawei c8820huawei c8821huawei c8822huawei

c8823huawei c8823shuawei c8824huawei c8825huawei c8825s added by usersadded direct unlock,
without downgrade and max unlock codes for customise modems without downgrade without

upgrading multiple customised routerto overcome unsafe port. serial port will be disabled. backup
files will be overwritten after downgrade. backup files will be upgraded after downgrade. unlocked

with downgrade. unlocked without downgrade. unlocked with max unlock codes. customized routers
(upgrade l) to (100
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